
Chile to reopen
Easter Island for
tourism for first time
since pandemic

Popular Pacific Ocean tourist destina-
tion Easter Island will reopen to the
world on August 1, after more than

two years closed due to the pandemic, the
Chilean government said on Friday. The
island, located 3,500 kilometers west of
the coast of Chile, is world-famous for its
“moais,” huge stone statues in human
form partially buried in the earth. “It has
been agreed that the opening of Rapa Nui
(Easter Island) would take place on
Monday, August 1, 2022,” said a state-

ment from the ministry of economy, devel-
opment and tourism.

The original reopening date was
February, but that plan did not materialize
under the government of former president
Sebastian Pinera. Authorities drew up a
new plan to reopen the island after leftist
President Gabriel Boric took office in

March.
The islandʼs main source of revenue

was domestic and international tourism
before flights to and from it were grounded
on March 16, 2020, following the first
reported cases of coronavirus in the coun-
try. Easter Island currently has only one
weekly flight, operated by the Latam air-

line. From August 1, up to three flights per
week will be operated by Latam to trans-
port tourists, the ministry said.

The Chilean government has set a pre-
condition that the local Covid-19 vaccina-
tion rate must reach 80 percent in order for
tourism to reopen. The current vaccination
rate among the islandʼs 10,000 inhabitants

is approximately 73 percent. The medical
center of its only city, Hanga Roa, does
not have an intensive care unit, but is
equipped with respirators. An emergency
flight to the mainland takes about five-and-
a-half hours.

The island has had only a handful of
cases of coronavirus. No hospitalizations
or deaths have resulted from the outbreak,
according to local authorities. In October,
the indigenous population of Easter Island
held a referendum on whether tourism to
the UNESCO world heritage site should
be resumed. The result, which was non-
binding, showed more than 67 percent of
those who voted were against the move.
Chile has recorded 3.6 million cases and
more than 57,000 deaths due to the coro-
navirus since the beginning of the pan-
demic, according to the World Health
Organization.—AFP
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After wowing America with his
unique pizzas, a Kuwait-born piz-
zaiolo is back to explore opportuni-

ties in a place he still has fond memories
of. Ali Haider is an award-winning chef
who runs two halal restaurants in
California. 786 Degrees has been named
as the best restaurant in California by
USA Today, with delectable creations like
Bombay Tikka Masala, Istanbul and
Bulgogi Gangnam Style winning rave
reviews. Thatʼs not to say his pizzas are
not authentic — Ali learned his trade in
Naples, the birthplace of pizza. 

The former Lamborghini spokesmodel
and 2003 Mr India-America has won a
host of awards for his traditional and
fusion pies, served from his pizzerias in

Sun Valley and Pasadena. 786 Degrees
is the highest-rated pizzeria in the US
with more than 5,000 5-star reviews on
Yelp. Chef Ali, 42, also makes frequent
appearances on Food Network and Hulu.

An eight-time national and international
award-winning pizzaiolo, he is also a
member of United States Pizza Team and
a Guinness record holder for his pizzas. 

Chef Aliʼs restaurants are also popular
with Kuwaiti students in Los Angeles
craving halal food, and he has built
friendships with many of them over the

years. They remained in touch with Ali
after graduating, and are now flocking to
taste his pies in Kuwait during his short
stay in the country.

Born to an Iraqi father and Indian

mother in Kuwait, Ali was raised and
schooled here, before he left for the US
for higher studies at the age of 18, even-
tually settling there and becoming a natu-
ralized US citizen. But he retained an
affinity for Kuwait, and when he decided
to take 786 Degrees global, this is where
he came. Not content with stimulating

palates, Chef Ali aims to stimulate minds
and bring together his deep understand-
ing of hospitality and take it to the next
level. 

Serving his signature Neapolitan-style
pizzas at a friendʼs pizzeria in downtown
Kuwait City, Ali is aiming to replicate the
concept of his successful eateries in the
US. “Food has always been my passion,
and I had a waistline to prove it too.
Nobody trusts a skinny chef!” Chef Ali told
Kuwait Times during a balmy Friday
evening, dimples flashing. With his trade-
mark pies influenced by Asian and
Mediterranean cuisines, he said he is
ready to take his first step towards his
vision of expanding his successful model
throughout the Gulf by collaborating with
the right strategic partner. “The idea is
you are not serving pizza — you are

serving love and respect,” he stressed.
Ali doesnʼt want to go the chain

restaurant way like other breakthrough
food carts that became immensely suc-
cessful; he wants 786 Degrees to be a
place people will take out time to drive to
and enjoy the offerings on the menu in a
cozy setting. “Many restaurants went too
big too fast and crashed, which is why Iʼm
hesitant to take that route,” he said.
Instead, Chef Pizzaiolo Ali wants the jour-
ney to be one where every moment is
savored — winning hearts one pizza at a
time internationally. And what better place
than Kuwait, a food-loversʼ paradise
whose sophisticated patrons are willing to
give all comers a chance to shine. 

Chef Pizzaiolo Ali Haider is flying
high in the pizza world.Chef Ali serves his award-winning

Bombay Tikka Masala pizza.

Iraqʼs Kurdistan Region high moun-
tains draw a large number of male
and female climbers and nature afi-

cionados, the bulk of whom come from
nearby predominantly-Kurdish regions
and other Iraqi areas. The Kurdistan
region is well known for natural attrac-

tions, namely lush and green mountain-
ous panorama.

Athletes, tourists and adventurers,
clad in suitable suits, come to the
region for taking photos via alleys
marked with safety instructions. Some
mountain ranges peak as high as thou-

sands of meters above sea level with
summits engulfed in snow much of the
year time. There are some 200 hiking
teams grouped in a local union, estab-
lished in 2006. — KUNA


